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NOVAMPERE: RESSTENDE CONTEMPORARY TOUCH FOR
THE NEW RESIDENTIAL PROJECT IN MILAN

The functional versatility and the
sober taste combined with the
perfect management of the indoor
atmosphere are the founding elements
of the roller blinds project proposed by
the reality of Agrate Brianza for the Milan
residential complex nòvAmpère, in the
sample apartment created in collaboration
with Milano Contract District. The challenge
of this residential project is summarized in
the enhancement of the large windows and
the rooms with neutral tones that caress
the volumes of space, avoiding otherwise
eccentric choices.
In particular, in the area dedicated to
entry and living Resstende has designed
the delicate shielding of the windows with
curled curtains where the material effect of
the white linen contributes to give vitality to

the environment.
The same fabric enriches the master
bedroom, illuminating the taupe tones that
cover the floor and walls. In the children’s
room the colours are more heated thanks to
the design accessories, while the Resstende
curled curtain allows a visual comfort ideal
to allow the study of children. The mastery
of Resstende finds expression completed
also in the bathroom where the window is
screened by a roller system of the Laylight
Collection with the white Colortex fabric
cod. 35000. The Trevira composition of the
fabric, certified fireproof in Class 1, allows
to screen the light with a delicate texture
and that guarantees the right privacy in this
environment. The system is enriched by the
backdrop in satin finish and by handling with
metal chain, for a perfect functional elegance.

IN AUTUMN, AT THEATRO,
COURTAINS UP FOR RESSTENDE

RESSTENDE IN THE KITCHEN…AND
FUNCTIONALITY IS… AT HOME!

The strategic collaboration with
“Theatro” continues successfully
in the name of high education.
Resstende is preparing for the autumn an
event on October 24 at “Theatro” in Verano
Brianza, the experiential space on the
outskirts of Milan, designed by Thema.
This famous company in design and
construction of customized solutions for the
building envelope, together with Schüco Italy,
market leader for aluminum systems of high
quality windows, doors and façades made this
new project possible.
For some time Resstende has collaborated
with this reality which is characterized
as a great experimentation building, a
scenographic and multi-functional brand
store where culture, education, research,
operations and show intersect for a mix
of ideas and intentions functional to a top
quality living well-being.
The new format that will see it engaged in
the coming months has been realized in
collaboration with Casabella.
This is a series of meetings entitled “The
space of the threshold”, a crossroads between
architectural culture and territorial specificity,
dedicated to professionals in the sector.
So, on October 24th at Verano Brianza,
Resstende will be the undisputed reference
point for high-level custom-made
solar shadings.

It is in the kitchen, the warm
heart of every home, that
Resstende is able to best express
its technical potential and its mastery with
technical curtains with elegant charm
and extraordinary functional features.
It is precisely in this environment that
solar shading totally lose their value as a
complement and finish to become true
protagonists in giving personality to the
room. Beyond the expressive richness given
by the aesthetics of the proposed models,
the choice of fine fabrics and yarns make
Resstende systems unicum on the market.
The antibacterial properties and the easy
cleaning that characterize these fabrics are
the imprint and the concrete translation
of absolute technical quality to guarantee
performance suited to the stresses that
characterize the room appointed for
excellence in conviviality and preparation
of meals. Resstende solutions overcome
the ephemeral to embrace a roller blind
concept oriented to the satisfaction of real
needs, to sustainability over time and to the
definitive disavowal of a serial product. Each
Resstende system characterizes the spaces
with elegance and material uniqueness,
for everyday practicality. A capacity for
customization that rises at the highest levels
managing to dress in-house environments
with simplicity and without intrusiveness.
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